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Gift Ideas for the Holidays
Thanks to Everyone who has
donated to NEMBA's Annual
Fund. If you haven’t yet,
there’s still time!
NEMBA's Annual Fund is important to keeping our organization going and helping us grow so we can protect trail access
and build new riding opportunities.
As the nation’s premier regional advocacy organization, our
success comes from our hardworking chapters, our board of
directors, and most importantly from the intelligence, dedication and generosity of our members. Your donations are key
to our strength and effectiveness.
Please send in your end-of-year annual gift to
NEMBA as soon as you receive
your Annual Fund letter.
You may also donate online at www.NEMBA.org.
We know you love this sport, so please show your passion to
protect it by sending in a donation today.
The trails will thank you!

Order online or call 800-57-NEMBA
Gift Memberships Give a year’s worth of NEMBA to a
friend or loved one. The membership will be delivered with a
handwritten card letting the
recipient know that you’ve
hooked them up with a great
organization and all the benefits of NEMBA membership.
If you phone in your order,
we can ship the membership
packet to you so you can
wrap it up and give it yourself.
New NEMBA Socks! They’re brand new, re-designed, and
hot off the loom just in time for a stocking near you! Only
$10.
NEMBA Jersey This trail
jersey has been so popular that
we’ve had to re-order to
replenish our stock. At only
$35 it’s an incredible bargain.
Best of all, it looks great both
on and off the bike!
NEMBA Ball Caps Now
available in three colors: black, navy blue and green, all for
only $15.
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Topeak-Kenda MTB Adventures end with a Wicked Bang

Photo by Dan Streeter

Over 260 riders made their way to Harold Parker State Forest to experience the wonderful trails, many of which were created and maintained by North Shore NEMBA. Over $2000 was raised for future trail
projects at the park and other area parks, including a new initiative to
help the Department of Conservation & Recreation create a better
mapping and signage system.
"I can't believe how well these trails flow, and the use of rock faces
and spines really add extraordinary challenge," said one rider who had
never been to the park before. Form, function and art all come
together perfectly to create the ultimate mountain bike experience.
Over the last few
years, North Shore
NEMBA has developed a dedicated
and knowledgeable
crew of volunteers
to steward the
property and work
with DCR staff to
create new trail
opportunities.
Anyone
who
enjoys HP owes
thanks to the
efforts of
Joe
DiZazzo,
Kirk
Goldsworthy, Frank
Lane, Fred White,
Sandy Bray, Steve
Shorette,
Dave
Smith (the owner
of The Bicycle Shop
of Topsfield) and
Dan Streeter, just
to mention a few.
Members of Eastern Mountain Sports Downhill Team, led by Alexis
Wruble, Kate Walton, Karen Eagan and Dave Hass, put on an
extremely well-received woman's riding skills clinic. The team split up
into three groups based upon ability, and hit the trails to practice
basic and advanced riding techniques. Even after about three hours of
riding, all the women returned to base with huge smiles on their faces
and a sense of accomplishment. Hopefully we'll see the EMS team at
future Adventure events-they did a great job.

Also in attendance to support the event were Ted Wojcik Custom
Bicycles, Cycle Loft, and Ski Market. Ted Wojcik is the premier sponsor of NEMBA's 2006 Access Raffle, and ticket sales were especially
brisk after riders tested his Solution bike, an incredible dual suspension steed that gobbles up bumps and offers an unparalleled ride on
east coast singletrack. If you haven't had a chance to check out his
bikes, visit www.tedwojcikbicycles.com.
There are many people to thank for putting on the Wicked Ride, and
I apologize for missing some, but among the key organizers are Sandy
Bray, Dan Streeter, Ron Corporon, Robin Wilson, Frank Lane, Lee
Hollenbeck, Steve Shorette, and Dave Smith.
If you missed the event, make sure you don't make the same mistake
next year. And if you ride HP regularly, please get involved with some
of North Shore NEMBA's many trail care events for 2007.

Photo by Tom Greene
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TREADLINES

Wheelworks and NEMBA Premier Kranked 6: The Progression
When mountain bikers aren't riding
what do they like to do? For more
than a few, it's to get together,
watch a mountain bike flick and
share a cold brew. So when the
opportunity came our way to present the premier of the latest Kranked
video, we were all over it.
Using the same old silent movie
house in Watertown that's now a
part of Phillips Congregational
Church, we asked the good folks at
Belmont Wheelworks if they'd help
subsidize the event and Harpoon
Brewery if they'd be willing to share
some of their exceptional IPA. They
graciously accommodated.
Over 100 people came down to
check it out, and the film lived up to
its billing as a Radical Films production. While the "plot" line is thin top caliber riders looking for their
ultimate dream ride - the action and
cinematography offer some of the
most charged footage yet seen. One
is hard pressed not to want to go
riding after seeing this flick.

Photos by Jan Smidek
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TREADLINES

SE MA NEMBA Muck Trucking Around Borderland State Forest
By Bill Boles. Photos by Chris Patrick & Rich Higgins

At a recent workday at Borderland
NEMBA volunteers were able to do a
major bridge rebuild without "enjoying" the endless death march that is
normally required to lug timber to a
worksite. We let our newly purchased Muck Truck do the heavy lifting. This left the volunteers much
more energized. And probably resulted in a much better built bridge.
SEMASS NEMBA in conjunction with
The Friends of Borderland State park
recently purchased the Muck Truck.
The motorized wheelbarrow can
carry up to 500 pounds of materials
to almost any worksite that can be
walked to. It has a 5.5 horsepower
Honda engine, all wheel drive, and 4
forward and one reverse gears.
The Muck Truck will be stored at
Borderland. And it will be used at
other nearby state forests and parks,
and, of course, at NEMBA's
"Vietnam" property. Like most powered equipment, it's easy to get carried away. IE: It's easy to try and get
it to do too much at once. But the
Muck Truck can never run away from
you, it will just walk you and your
work materials, safely and efficiently
to your worksite.
Over the years SEMASS NEMBA has
been involved in a number of trail
construction and trail rehabilitation
projects. We intend to continue this
tradition. The Muck Truck will make
these jobs a bit easier. But it's no
substitute for volunteerism. If you've
enjoyed Borderlands trails recently,
you've seen the results of this labor.
If you've been a part of it - Thank
you. If not, plan to join us next year.
We'll be improving the trail experience for everyone at Borderland.
Why not join us?
To learn more about Borderland go to
http://nemba.org/ridingzone/Borderla
nd.html and to learn more about
SEMASS
NEMBA
browse
to
http://www.semassnemba.org/ .
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TREADLINES

CT NEMBA Builds New Singletrack at Millers Pond State Park
words and photos by Bob Caporaso

Fantastic technical singletrack trail work
continued at Millers Pond State Park
Durham Connecticut, on November 4th.
CT NEMBA's Alex Sokolow and
Bikerag.com's Jon Peterson have added
approximately another ½ mile of trail to
the New Trail.
The new trail in Millers Pond State Park
has been a few years in the making and
it is one the first projects to make use of
the new process put in place by the CT
Department of Environmental Protection
for getting new authorized trails on State
property in CT. Two years ago Alex
Sokolow submitted the approval paper
work into the CT DEP and after review
the DEP gave it's blessing for the goahead.
Eighteen enthusiastic volunteers were on
hand for this brisk November morning
event to lend their efforts to the project.
Things were started off very nicely with
hot coffee and donuts supplied by RAD
Sports outfitters LLC (http://radsportoutfitters.com/). That was followed up by an extremely professional
safety talk by Alex.
Then the Crew was shuttled from the
parking lot to a spot little closer to the
work location. Some of the interesting
items that were included as trail features
on this section of the New Trail included:
Log bridge over a stream; Some small
drops; Couple of technical rollers. All
technical features have beginner line
options.
After the workday was completed CT
NEMBA supplied Pizza for lunch, and
there was some really cool Swag items
handed out that were donated by North
Haven Bike (http://www.northhavenbike.com/) and Bikerag.com (http://bikerag.com/), the most coveted item was a
Long Sleeved DH Jersey from North
Haven Bike. Following festivities most of
the trail crew opted for an afternoon ride
at Millers Pond including parts of the
New Trail.
Thanks to all who came out to support
and all of our sponsors for the assistance.
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Board of Directors
Update
by Tina M. Williams (Hopkins), NEMBA
Secretary
As the 260 riders who attended the
Wicked Ride of the East can attest,
Harold Parker State Park is a great place to
ride, which is why the Board of Directors
(BOD) held their quarterly meeting at this
venue on November 5, 2006. After a
great ride on a beautiful day the following
members of the BOD gathered together
to represent their chapters and to make
sure NEMBA continues to stay on track:
Philip Keyes-ED, Tom Grimble-Presidentat large, Harold Green-Vice President-PV
Anne
Shepard-Treasurer-BV,
Tina
Where else but a NEMBA board meeting would you find license plates like these?
Williams-secretary-RI,
Norman
Blanchette-MV, Mike Tabaczynski-GB, Tim Post-GB, Joe Re-GB, Joe pass these ideas on to the planning committee. More details will be
DiZazzo-North Shore, Dan Streeter-North Shore, Frank Lane-North available in the next couple of issues of SingleTracks and your chapShore, Peter DeSantis-Seacoast, Steve LaFlame-Central NH, Matt ter representative should have more information after the next BOD
Schulde-RI, Leo Corrigan-RI, Todd Bumen-Mt. A., Bill Boles- SE MASS meeting.
NEMBA has had a great quarter, our second attempt at NEMBAfest As always ways to improve membership and ways to better market
was very successful with nearly 400 people attending the event, NEMBA were hot topics at the BOD meeting. The dealer membership
membership is up for the second quarter in a row and we had a great program is looked at as a program with tremendous potential so
Trail Grant Raffle-leaving the newly appointed grant committee with Philip and Bill Boles will be taking a more active role in selling this
monies to distribute to worthy recipients next year. As our former program to key bike shops. We also came up with a list of suggestgrant committee members are no longer on the BOD, Peter DeSantis, ed events for each chapter to hold. First chapters should be holding
Mat Schulde and Norman Blanchette have volunteered to serve on regular meetings- each chapter can define what works best for them.
this committee with Bill Boles and Philip Keyes assisting them as In addition, your chapter should look at holding the following events:
needed. Keep an eye on SingleTracks for information on how to apply An annual Volunteer Appreciation Party, A Holiday Toy Drive/ride,
for the 2007 grant rounds. This NEMBA Trail Grant program is fully Take a Kid Mountain Biking Ride and a Skills Clinic. These events
funded by our NEMBA raffle and is a simple way to get extra monies don't have to be huge but are great ways to promote goodwill and to
for worthy projects.
improve NEMBA.
Every year Philip attends Interbike, the bicycle industry's trade show,
to promote NEMBA, and to secure advertising and sponsorship for
the many NEMBA events and programs. You will be able to see the
fruits of his labor by thumbing through SingleTracks to see who is
advertising, to see who the title sponsors of the MBAS and trail care
series are, and by looking at the lists of great prizes in the NEMBA
trail care raffle next year. Philip securing sponsorship is just the first
step to making sure that NEMBA has a successful year in 2007. The
BOD has already begun to discuss what events we will be holding
next year and when some of those events will be. The MBAS will
have 6 events including NEMBAfest. This series has become very successful and chapters who want to hold events were instructed to
come up with possible dates for their ride and to submit these dates
to Philip so that he can put a schedule together. After a number of
years of rain affecting some of our events we are hoping to catch a
break next year weather wise so keep your fingers crossed for no rain
on the weekends!
We are also planning a Chapter Development/Advocacy Summit for
sometime in the spring. As anyone who attended the one we had in
June of 2004 remembers, this was a great program and really brought
life back into many chapters. Personally it helped to rejuvenate my
local chapter and I highly recommend it to everyone who is interested in taking on a more active role in their chapter. The summit is open
to everyone and is something that all chapter officers should make
every effort to attend. The summit is in the early planning stages so
if you have any ideas on programs that you think will help NEMBA
and your chapter, then contact your BOD representative so they can
10
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Finally, it is time for chapters to hold their annual elections. Each
chapter should vote for officers and BOD representatives. Chapter
officers begin their work as soon as the elections are over. However,
BOD representative's terms run slightly different. The BOD representatives and their alternates are chosen by the chapters by December
31 so that the slate of candidates including those running for regional officers can be posted in SingleTracks. This gives NEMBA members
the opportunity to get to know the candidates running for regional
office before voting for them, this will be important when we have
more than one person running for each position. The Chapter representatives and regional officers are then voted on at NEMBA's annual meeting, which is open to all members and is also posted in
SingleTracks. The new BOD starts their job after this annual meeting
starting at the April BOD meeting, which is also the beginning of
NEMBA's first quarter. Their term will run for a year until the next
annual meeting.
This procedure makes sense when you think about NEMBA being a
regional organization and how we want to make sure that if we ever
have contested elections that every candidate is given the opportunity to demonstrate to the membership what they have to offer to the
position they are running for. New faces and new ideas are welcomed
and encouraged. Remember to contact your representative if you
want the BOD to be doing something differently or to run for the
position of a BOD representative if you feel you have something to
offer.

TREADLINES

Progress at ‘Nam
By John Vosburg, Chair of NEMBA’s Vietnam Land Management Committee. Photos by Steve Barnes

Much was accomplished this year on NEMBA's Vietnam Parcel. We
organized three major trail care days, one of which was an IMBA trailcare school day. The trail care days pulled anywhere from 15 to 50
volunteers to each event. We scheduled an extra trail care day for
October 29th based on feedback from the BustedSpoke forum. The
event was a huge success, with over 50 volunteers (and 5 dogs) in
attendance. The trail work in Vietnam has received strong support
from the SEMASS chapter and BustedSpoke. The BustedSpoke moderators added a new "Vietnam Trail Maintenance" board, consolidating
all Vietnam activities on one board.
We continued the Tuesday Night Trailcrew (TNT) that pulled in 7 to
15 people almost every Tuesday night from the beginning of April
through the end of September. This was the first year we maintained
a log of trail work on both the NEMBA and BustedSpoke forums,
which not only tracked our progress, but also generated rider interest
in participating in trail building. The $1500 grant that we used to purchase tools and install a trail tool cache in Vietnam has been a huge
benefit for the volunteer trail workers. It has been put to good use
over the last year.

area. We began work this year on a new trail, named TNT, near the
NEMBA plaque. We will continue work on TNT as the weather permits.
We installed signs this year on the DLS trail to direct riders on the
best trail flow and to designate technical trail features. A kiosk
(donated by Milford Bicycles) is on order and will be installed as soon
as possible. The kiosk will be used for displaying a map of the area and
to provide informational updates such as upcoming trail care days to
riders who do not frequent the forums.
We tracked one land preservation effort this year when a development plan for the 116-acre Robsham parcel went through the Milford
Town Committee process. Representatives from NEMBA attended the
Conservation Commission and Planning Board hearings to provide
comments. We also worked with the town of Holliston, which abuts
the parcel, for additional support. The developer proposed a cluster
development on 20 acres while donating the remainder of the parcel
to the town for open space. We found this to be a good compromise.

We have refined building techniques at Vietnam. We spent a great
deal of time rebuilding technical trail features on the trail Dirty Little
Secret (DLS), which was built last year. The technical trail features are
now more sustainable and safer. Trail flow was improved while also
working on closing trail braids. We have received very positive feedback on DLS and it is one of the most ridden trails in the Vietnam

The Vietnam Land Management Committee consists of Steve Barnes,
Mike DeCristofaro, John Goeller, Don Johnson, and Dave Mitchell.
This team has been tireless in their efforts to improve Vietnam, rain
or shine. Together they have dedicated well over 600 volunteer hours
in 2006. We'd like to recognize and thank some of the other Tuesday
Night Trailwork regulars: Eammon Carleton, Pete Long, Alan Cormier,
Dave Riding, Bill Ellis, Ben Elliot, Charlie Stock, Adam Stock, and Dane
Berke.
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Tour De New
England —
A Nine Day
Saga
Words and Photos by
Eric Schonenberg

After mountain biking all over the country, I
decided to check out all the awesome riding
places I've heard about in New England. Here's
my journey, one week of singletrack, mud, fun,
and NEMBA friends!
First step… do some research. So I got out my
SingleTracks and contacted the heads of the
NEMBA chapters. The response from the
NEMBA community was really fantastic. I thank
you all here and now. I also researched
CrankFire, Dirt Rag, Diesel Bikes, and NEMBA
Forums, finding invaluable maps and all the
details I needed to plan my tour.
From my base in western CT, I settled on the following itinerary: Case Mountain (CT), Vietnam
(MA), Lynn Woods (MA), Harold Parker (MA),
Massabesic (NH), Kingdom Trails (VT), Mill
Stone (VT), and Holyoke Range (MA). I'm sure
there is great riding in Maine, and I hope to do it
sometime, but not this time. The weather had
been not very good this year but fortunately I
was graced with great riding weather for my trip.
Now that the research was complete, and my
tour itinerary complete, I needed some locals to
show me around all the best trails. I only had
time for the good trails, spending a day or half a
day in each place. Besides, who wants to ride
alone? It's not safe. And no road trip or tour is
complete without finding places to crash at
night. I knew I'd be tired after long days on the
trail. Again, NEMBA folks came through. So
here is the journey and what I found.

12
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Day 1: Case Mountain
I knew some locals I'd contacted on Bikerag, but they were out of town.
Paula volunteered to trek out from western CT to ride with me. I had a
GPS map, but neither of us had ever been here before, so our plan was
to accost a local in the parking lot to show us around. Jeanine was gracious enough to take us out. This place is great! The technical level is
about right for me. It takes concentration all the time. The trails do
seem heavily ridden although we did not see too many riders out on this
nice day. 9.3 miles total. Camped at Wells State Park in Sturbridge.
Although fully booked, the very nice rangers found a way to accommodate me. They even let me use the showers before being able to check
in. And they suggested the Thai Place restaurant which was excellent.

Day 2: Vietnam
John Goeller had agreed to show me around this place. He lives down
the street from one access point. I had found this place has a reputation so I was hesitant. As an XC rider, I don't do stunts and major drops.

But there is plenty of XC, and if one wants, lots of free ride. Rode
lots of single track, some double track, rock playgrounds and I
rode the "firewall". Saw plenty of freeride stunts. NEMBA does
weekly trail maintenance building new trails so I got to see what
was in the works. This place is great and worth the trip. But it
really made all the difference to have a good guide. Thanks John.
And thanks for not posting the picture you took of my fall. Only
small scrapes. 12.6 miles. Overnight with my uncle the professor. He fed me smoked salmon appetizer, scallops with rice, and
wine from his collection. Life can be rough some times.

Day 3: Lynn Woods
Another scary place. John said Vietnam and Lynn Woods would
be the most likely places to get hurt. True. Had another great
biff, but this time with no witnesses. I spent the morning on the
north side. Because it was a weekday, I wasn't able to find a tour
guide. Some of the trails seem to have been rerouted so I had
some difficulty with trails not matching the map. I was often
stopping and getting the map out. It seemed like I spent more time
with the map than riding. But I got a good sampler. I rode the trail
to the water tower, or partly rode it. The back down part was pretty
cool, with a few really scary sections. On the way back out I started
talking with this hot girl out running. She apparently rides also and
suggested some trails on the south side for the afternoon. But I spent
so much time talking with her in the parking lot, I didn't have much
time before dinner to ride. I tried to recruit her to NEMBA and for
Tom's Moab adventures, but I haven't heard from her. Hey Lisa, I
noticed you didn't follow through with me. I did discuss NEMBA
with most of the riders I met on trails. After all, I'm a Trail

Photo by PK

Ambassador. The south side trails went to the top of stone tower
with great views of Boston. The teenagers were reasonably polite to
have me visit. The down trail from the tower Lisa suggested was
great! Then I went along the north side, next to the swamp, to
Dungeon Rock. Great trails on this side. I wish I had more time for
them. 12 miles total. Several things struck me about Lynn Woods.
There was lots of broken glass on all the trails, even far from the parking lot. Lots of rocks! And what is that fragrant bush? I don't think
I've ever seen, or smelled, this before. If anyone knows, please
enlighten me. Overnight with my cousin's family.
Continued on page 14
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Day 4: Harold Parker State Forest
Awoke to rain. So just hung out at my cousin's house. Took a nap.
The rain stopped just before lunch so I headed out. The sun was trying to come out when I got to Harold Parker. This place seems ideal
for XC riding. Reasonably buff trails with a few obstacles to keep it
interesting. Even with a
map, the trails went all
over the place. Another
day spent consulting the
map extensively. I had to
use the compass to orient
myself a few times. This
was a short day because I
had to get to Peter’s
house in NH by 5:00 for
an evening ride. 5 miles.

Photo by PK

So during my research
Peter suggested some
places to ride, and then
replied that I could stay
at his house that evening.
It must have been on his
mind that then he could
have an excuse for an
evening ride before. So
we went off to Fort Rock.
Mike and Kerry joined us.
It was still wet from the

earlier rain, making it more scary. I think this is the most intense
place I visited. Non-stop rocks and roots. I lagged behind due to not
knowing what was coming up. I wanted to be careful and not get
seriously hurt. Fortunately (I guess) Peter had fallen hard the weekend before and was hurting, which slowed him down. We had a
busted chain during the ride, and killed about 100 mosquitoes. I
managed to ride one left turn board transition successfully that the
others couldn't make. It was one of those that you get if you are
lucky enough to set it up perfectly. I'm sure next time I might not
make it. Another 8 miles, but very intense. I was soaked after.
Overnight with Peter and Mary. Steak, salad, and chocolate chip ice
cream. And I get to sleep in the next morning while my hosts go off
to work. Such wonderful hosts. Peter also presented me with a copy
of his book reviewing mountain biking places around his area.

Day 5: Massabesic
OK, I vote this my favorite place. Thanks for suggesting it Peter.
Swoopy single track, enough obstacles to make it interesting, and
quiet. Although I did see 4 other riders. I rode Fireline trail first and
couldn't get enough
after that. What a great
trail. It winds through a
small area but moves in
and out of various areas
of tall pines, low forest,
and a logged area. Also
rode Hemlock, Red Pine,
Deer
Run
and
Ladyslipper across to
Foxtail and back. I really
liked the ramped stone
walls used to cross
between Ladyslipper and
Foxtail. I rode them all.
A really fun and pretty
place.
11 miles.
Overnight with a distant
cousin in VT. I'd never
met her, but my mother
set me up. I think her
grandfather and my great-grandfather were brothers. She was a wonderful hostess. I had gotten to her house earlier than planned so I
stopped at the town library hoping to use the internet. I learned that
they have wireless so I can just sit on a park bench on the green in
front of the library and do email. Vermont is so great.

Day 6: Kingdom Trails.
So much hype. It seems like everyone has a season pass or has spent
time here and recommends it. It is good riding, but such a long drive
that I'm not likely to be back unless I am in the neighborhood. And
don't go on a weekend unless you make reservations, especially for
campgrounds. The Canadians come down for the weekends and fill
up the place. So I got a late start from my cousin's house, getting to
Burke by lunch. Camping reservations and signing in at the Kingdom
Trails office got me started on the trails at 1:30. Skip East Burke
Sports and go straight to the Kingdom Trails office. EBS were OK with
offering advice to 2 hot girls from NY but told me to go across the
street to the office. From the guy in the office I got suggested routes
for two days. For the afternoon he suggested riding on the western
side. So I rode a bunch of trails. On the trail, I ran into the hot girls
who suggested adding Pines trail. This is where I got into trouble.
The trails are really buff with not much technical. Even the diamond
trails. Pines is a diamond trail but all of a sudden it gets nuts, which
I wasn't ready for, given the level of their other diamond trails. I man14
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trail. The trails are a good challenge and very nice.
But with the quarries, the woods are unlike anything else I have been to. Two days would be nice.
I only had about 4 hours to ride because I arrived
late after driving from Burke, and had to leave
early so I could get to Springfield, MA for dinner.
10 miles. Overnight with family friend in
Westfield, MA. Another dinner that couldn't be
beat. But it rained on the way down and forecast
is for more.

Day 9: Holyoke Range
Awoke to the end of the rain. But everything was
really wet. George and Rich from the local NEMBA
chapter both can't show me around, so I make an
executive decision to just drive home. I'm really
tired from 8 straight days of riding anyway. Riding
Holyoke with no guide and wet ground sounded
too scary. It's not so far that I can't make a day
trip up sometime. So thus ends the trip.
Photo by Mike Rowell

aged to stop and walk the first crazy area, but didn't make the second. Went right over top into a tree and scraped my arm and shoulder. Getting the pack on and off to check the map was uncomfortable. Don't miss the brand new Switchblade trail on the south end.
You won't forget it! 19.5 miles. I stayed at Burke Mountain
Campground, which is very small but quite nice. The hot girls were
staying at Brighton State Park and recommended it. Bailey's and
Burke is the store below the KT office and I found the food great. I
got all my lunches there and had a great calzone for dinner one night.
They have wireless so you can sit at the picnic tables outside and do
email, even when they are closed.

Boy did I have fun. There are enough places to ride
that I could easily do another week and ride more
great places. Maybe I just figured out my vacation
for next year. It's good to know I can stay relatively close to home
but still get away for a vacation, and have fun riding. But then I really want to try North Carolina. I have heard so much about Pisgah.
Peter has done some trips down there so maybe he'll do one next year
that I can join. If anyone else goes down to NC, please let me know.
Anyone for Tour de North Carolina?

Day 7: Kingdom Trails
Today I do the mountain side trails. Lots of grunt and double diamond. But what fun! John had said to avoid Dead Moose Abuse, so
I did. J-Bar really got my attention. The various Moose trails are nice,
but not Dead Moose Abuse. Route finding is more difficult on this
side. Total 16 miles. The hot girls spent three days here and I can see
doing that. But no more or you will be doing the same trails over and
over.

Day 8: Mill Stone Trails
So I had heard about these trails from Paula and felt it might be worth
a day. Definitely!
This is a really
interesting place.
You can read
about it on the
internet so I won't
go into the history, but you ride
among dozens of
old granite quarries. The old quarries form ponds
that are all over
the woods. And
the slag piles are
all over too. When you ride by a slag pile, the temperature drops at
least 10 degrees. Another interesting feature is all the metal cables
of various sizes across the trails (in the trail beds, not up). Make sure
you ride to the view point. Definitely worth it. So is Boilermaker
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Where are the Kids?
by Philip Keyes

Winners of the Kids’ Race at the Landmine Classic

With the wind in our hair, the thrills and sometimes spills, all of us
appreciate how mountain biking rejuvenates our souls and makes us
kids again. Climbing onto a mountain bike is like jumping on to a
wayback machine — we're instantly transported back to a world of
play and carefree independence. We vow never to grow old.
But where are the real kids?
Sure. There are a few of them out there, but it's odd that a sport that
seems so youthful is not embraced by our nation's youth. We've seen
the statistics: rampant childhood obesity, an epidemic of diabetes and
heart disease. What's the story here? Are today's yutes too fat and
lazy to pedal a bike in the woods?
"It's sad to think that there's a chance that our kids will live a shorter life than their parents," says Tim Blumenthal of Bikes Belong.
There's little doubt that it's becoming a national crisis.
But what does it mean for the future of our sport and the next generation of mountain bike advocates? Our staunchest advocates are in
their 40s, 50s and beyond, and unless we engender some new passion soon, the outlook looks gray. We need new blood.
Riding bikes as a kid used to be much simpler. It seems that every
neighborhood had a roving band of kids hopping on their bikes and
exploring the paths less beaten. For many kids, riding fat tire bikes
provided the first taste of freedom, independence and self-reliance.
The bike allowed an easy escape from parents, it let them explore
their world on their own terms, and to take control of their destiny.
For lots of us, these feelings are hardwired into our very being, and
are renewed every time we climb back on our bikes.
In less than a generation, all of this is gone.
Neighborhoods seem more like empty bedroom communities. Kids

are shuttled to school, driven to (over)organized events in SUVs, and
are plugged in, online and tuned out. Parents are leery to let their
kids wander unattended and bicycling is simply too damn dangerous
with all the cars and creeps around.
The sad truth is that those who don't ride bikes as kids are much less
likely to take up cycling later in life.
It's a downward spiral —dare I say it— a viscous cycle. Back in '69,
about half the kids rode or walked to school — now it's just 15%.
Now, over half of school kids are driven to school in cars, and another quarter take the bus. With all the cars about, it's no wonder parents are less likely to want their kid to hop on a bike—too many people are already driving them around! Car accidents are now the number one cause of death among young people, and car seats now need
to be made bigger to accommodate fatter kids.
If we can't even get our kids to ride their bikes to school or around
the neighborhood, how are we going to get them on the trail?

Safe Routes to School offers Hope
It was no small victory. Bike advocates succeeded to get over $612
million in the federal transportation bill for a national Safe Routes To
School, a program that will construct new bike lanes, pathways, and
sidewalks, as well as to launch Safe Routes education and promotion
campaigns. But while this sounds like a boatload of money, the costs
of the infrastructure and education needed to make it safe for kids to
ride to school make people like Tim Blumenthal of Bikes Belong see
this only as seed money, a pilot program.
"A lot of the success of this program," according to Blumenthal, "is
going to rely on encouraging and promoting kids to ride to school,
and to quantitatively show the benefits of the program so that the
Continued on page 18
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money gets increased."
Safe Routes not only has the potential to develop youth cycling —
and lifelong riders— but also create more mountain bikers. Very few
kid's bikes are true road bikes; most are mountain bikes, 24 and 20inch wheeled fat-tired bikes or BMX bikes. Getting the kids riding is
the first step to getting them offroad, and in some cases the connections and paths that get kids to school traverse community open
spaces and trails.
In Lexington, Massachusetts, for example, a member of the New
England Mountain Bike Association volunteers with his local trail
group to build boardwalks and bridges that allow kids to ride from the
Minuteman Bike Path, the busiest bike path in the nation, on dirt and
singletrack trails to the local schools. Every day that the children ride
to school they get a small taste of what mountain biking and riding
singletrack is all about. These connections are also part of a much
larger trail system that traverses the town, so everyone benefits: riders, kids, and walkers alike.
By improving routes to school, we're also providing an easier way for
our youth —and ourselves— to get to the trailhead without relying
on our cars.

A role for Sprockids?
Doug Detwiler, the founder of Sprockids, sees a lot of potential for the
Safe Routes to School to extend bicycles and bike riding into the
school curriculum. "If a parent buys a child a bike to ride to school
and it just sits there all day, the parent might wonder if it's really
worthwhile. But if the school also incorporated Sprockids into the
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classroom and the curriculum, it could create
so
much
more.
Sprockids could help
bring Safe Routes to
the next level."
Doug originally created
Sprockids in 1990 as a
self-esteem/anger
management program
to connect troubled
kids and reluctant
learners with the
school system. Now,
Sprockids' 358-page
manual provides a
blueprint on how to
bring mountain biking
into almost every
aspect of the curricuDoug Detwiler, Sprockid’s founder
lum for teaching science, art, social studies, physical education and more. Its goal is to
empower and engage kids not only to get them involved in a healthy
lifestyle but fundamentally to teach them the skills, values and
strategies to succeed in school and life.
"What's special and so unique about mountain biking," says Detwiler,
"is that no one sits on the bench—everyone participates. I can take
any kids, and within five minutes, I've got them laughing, giggling and

having success. And if you can do that, you've got them for life! Kids
have forgotten how to truly play, and mountain biking can show them
how because it's such a fun and accessible sport."
In 2002, Detwiler partnered with the Canadian Cycling Association,
making Sprockids the national introductory cycling program that is
part of Canada's Long Term Athlete Development Program to develop
elite athletes. The goal is to mainstream mountain biking and create
a feeder program for the sport, similar to Little League Baseball and
organized soccer. "Last year we trained over 220 new Sprockids leaders and we're on the way to go big time across the country" says an
enthusiastic Detwiler.
But for Doug, his vision for Sprockids goes well beyond creating elite
riders—even though a number of kids have gone through his program
to achieve high levels of competitive success. He wants to change the
world, one rider and one kid at a time. "We have to engage the kids
in mountain biking. It's a no-brainer. I know that when I see little kids
working and the smiles on their faces, I know that they are hooked
for life, and I know that they'll fight to keep those trails because they
are now in love with the wilderness, in love with the outdoors. As
they grow up, they'll bring that passion and want to pass it on to the
next generation."
Detwiler's goal for this year is to find someone, some group or some
corporation with the distribution and business skills needed to help
Sprockids grow in the US, bring it into the school systems and help
build the level of success he has found in Canada.
But getting mountain biking into US public schools is easier said than
done, and Detwiler's success in Canada is due in large part to his 15
years of personal perseverance and commitment.

Building diversity with Trips for Kids
Trips for Kids, a national organization that helps disadvantaged kids
experience the joy of
mountain biking, has
made some inroads into
the school system but
usually with charter or
special schools for problem kids. "Getting into
the mainstream public
school system is a different story," says director
Marilyn Price. It should
be a natural since bicycling is such a healthy
activity, but it's very difficult and I don't know
how many people have
been successful." Trips
for Kids chapters tend to
be volunteer groups,
mountain bike clubs,
group homes, or parts of
Marilyn Price, Hall of Famer and founder of
the YMCA that focus on
Trips for Kids
after school activities.
Even without support from mainstream schools, Trips for Kids has
had a large measure of success at introducing mountain biking to disContinued on page 20
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advantaged kids —frequently black or hispanic— who otherwise would have little
chance to experience the sport.
"We've taken almost 30,000 kids over the
course of 17 years out of the city and onto
the trail," says Price, "and I'm sure there is a
percentage there who have been greatly
affected by the experience and gotten
hooked on mountain biking and nature." It
was through mountain biking that Marilyn
developed her own love for the outdoors and
she started TFP to share that with others
who could not.
"I chose mountain biking because I think it's
a safer activity for kids than riding on the
street. To me, transporting a group of kids
on city streets is an awesome responsibility
and quite dangerous because of all the cars."

Price also believes that the goodwill created by Trips for Kids is also good for the
sport. "I was very active in the Bicycle Trails
Council of Marin, and I went to all the early
IMBA meetings, and I felt that the philanthropy of what a Trips for Kids group can
do, was also good for the image of mountain biking. It's not just people tearing up
the hills or riding illegally. It's people who
are bringing people out of urban environments and into nature to experience what
the rest of the world experiences. I thought
that that was good for IMBA and the
Bicycle Trails Council."
It's also hard for land managers and even
agencies to say "no" to mountain biking if it
involves kids. Marilyn has had good luck
getting permits to hold mountain bike
events at Mt. Tamalpais and the Golden
Gate National Recreation Park, even though
mountain biking is widely verboten, and
Detwiler has had an easy time getting the
permits necessary to build his local mountain bike park.

Like Detwiler, Price strongly believes that
mountain biking can teach lifelong skills,
and her focus has been to provide these to
at-risk and disadvantaged kids. "We do it Joe Sloane, promoter of the the family-friendly Blue
with the kids who can't afford it because Hills MTB Day, sponsored by the DCR, TrailWatch and
NEMBA
with the other kids, their parents can afford
Golf, Anyone?
it—but no one is doing it for these kids. It
helps with environmental exposure, building teamwork, self-esteem, Without understating the success of both Trips for Kids and
creating a love of healthy activities. It helps wean them away from Sprockids, sadly, they don't hold a candle to what the duffers are up
overeating, from drug and alcohol abuse, being a couch potato, etc."
to.

Though only five years old, First Tee has achieved off-the-charts success at promoting golf to young people. They have exposed 675,000
kids to the golf, opened 274 golf facilities, established partnerships
with 687 golf courses, have golf programs in 800 schools, and have
126 local chapters. Over the next five years, they plan to reach 3.5
million kids. It's become a powerhouse to develop young golfers, and
they've got the bucks to do it.
Much like TFK and Sprockids, First Tee's mission is to impact the lives
of young people by providing facilities and educational programs that
promote character development and life-enhancing values through
the game of golf. The program teaches "the importance of maintaining a positive attitude; how to make decisions by thinking about the
possible consequences; how to define and set goals; and how to
transfer values such as responsibility, honesty, integrity, respect, confidence and sportsmanship from the golf course to everyday life."
Where First Tee has taken a quantum leap is in its ability to bring
together the golf industry, outside industry and political powerhouses to rally and grow their extensive infrastructure. All the major golf
associations are engaged: the World Golf Foundation Board: the PGA
TOUR, PGA of America, Augusta National Golf Club, LPGA and
United States Golf Association; and a large segment of the golf industry. Perhaps more importantly, it has garnered dazzling support from
corporate America from the likes of Shell Oil, Wal-Mart,
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Yahoo!.. the list goes on. With George H.
Bush as the Honorary Chairman, First Tee boasts over thirty $1million
dollar donors, including Rush Limbaugh.
Without a doubt, the role of golf in corporate America and among the
nation's elite plays a major part in First Tee's success, but as a model
it still stands out to show what the possibilities are for cyclists and
the cycling industry. First Tee's executive director, Joe Louis Barrow,
recently spoke at the Bicycle Leadership Conference and his inspiring
message was one of the best received at the conference, and bicycling
advocates and the industry took note.
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But what can I do? What can NEMBA do?
Each of us has the power to get a kids hooked on mountain biking
simply by bringing a child for a mountain bike ride. If you don't have
a kid handy, invite a neighbor's kids or maybe a few of them, and hit
the trails of your local park. Keep it fun (and short) and they'll be
clamoring for more.
Re-cycle one of your old bikes by giving it to a kid who you think
might enjoy it. This will give good bike-ma to you and might create
a lifelong love affair with mountain biking for the child.
Volunteer with a local Trips for Kids or Sprockids chapter….. or start
a chapter if there isn't one in your area. In Connecticut, Nestor
Barrezueta, has organized Sprockids Deep River and is working closely with CT NEMBA to get more kids out on the trail. Check out his
website to get involved: www.sprockidsct.com.
A number of NEMBA chapters lead kids rides and help IMBA celebrate
"Take a Kid Mountain Biking Day" in October. All of our Topeak-Kenda
MTB Adventure rides have a special loop for families and kids.
But much more can be done. Are you an individual who likes to see
children succeed and would like to help organize kids’ rides? If so,
contact NEMBA and we'll see if we can help you set something up
with your local chapter.
Getting more kids on the trail is good for everyone. It's good for the
sport, it's good for the image of mountain biking and it's good for the
kids. And since parents usually follow along, they will more than
likely throw their support behind those that are helping to bring
mountain bike joy to young hearts.

CT NEMBA, Greater Boston, and Southeast Mass NEMBA have all put on
exceptional kids events for Take a Kid Mountain Biking Day. Would you like to
help get more kids and families involved? Contact us and let us know.

Join NEMBA to protect the trails. Join to become part of a vibrant community of riders. Join to add your
voice to the largest regional advocacy group in the country. Join because it’s the right thing to do!
Name ________________________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________________ State _______ Zip ______________________
Home phone _____________________________ Chapter ______________________________________
Email Address: _________________________________________________________________________
New:____ Renewal: ____ Visa/MC# _________________________________________ exp___________
Individual $25 ______ Family (2 Cards) $35 ______ Supporting $50 _____ Sponsoring $100_____
Referred by: _______________________________________________
Members who refer 5 new members receive cool swag!

NEMBA, PO Box 2221, Acton MA 01720

Join online at WWW.NEMBA.ORG

Pick a Chapter!

At Large
Berkshire NEMBA
Blackstone Valley NEMBA
Cape Cod NEMBA
Central NH NEMBA
CT NEMBA
Greater Boston NEMBA
Maine NEMBA
Merrimack MA NEMBA
Mt. Agamenticus NEMBA
North Shore MA NEMBA
Pioneer Valley MA NEMBA
Seacoast NH NEMBA
South Central NH NEMBA
Southeast MA NEMBA
Rhode Island NEMBA
Vermont NEMBA
Wachusett MA NEMBA
White Mtns NH NEMBA
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HOW TO

Get Studly —
Building Your Own
Set of Ice Grabbing
Tires
By John Isch
Like it or not, winter is on its way. It's time to put
away the bike for the winter and warm up the
PlayStation right? NO! It's time to mount up the
winter rubber and head on out for some of the
best riding of the year. The trails are frozen solid,
there's little chance of overheating, and the trails
are empty.
For years I did the winter rides with my normal
summer time tires and suffered through (read
"walked") the icy parts. Never one to walk away from a DIY experiment, a few years ago I decided to make my own studded tires. The
ready-made ice tires are pretty expensive and since you really don't
use them that often they seem even more expensive. I'll admit my
first attempts at studded tires left me with only slightly more traction
on ice than normal tires. They were hardly worth the time I put in to
make them. After a few tries I think I've come to a recipe that seems
to work out pretty well. It takes a bit of time to build the tires, but
what else do you have to do when it's dark and cold outside?
I've ridden these tires with other riders who were on commercial versions and I had just as much traction as they did. OK, maybe I give
up some on the weight side, but its winter, no one is setting speed
records, plus think how much faster you'll be when you put the "light"
tires back on in spring.
The overall process will take two to three beers for two tires.

Materials:
• Chalkboard chalk
• Tires
I start with a set of used tires that still has a bit of life in them. I don't
know about you, but I have a stack of those in my basement. Go as
wide as your chain stays will allow. If there's ice, there's likely to be
snow too, a wide tire gives you more float on snow. I used some Tioga
Factory DH tires, and they worked out great. Keep in mind that
screws on the side knobs may stick out further than the rubber make sure you have a little extra room so the screw tips don't hit the
frame. Rubbing a tire against your chain stay is one thing, rubbing
screws is quite another!
• One box of 7x7/16" pan head framing screws
These are the screws used to connect metal studs together in commercial buildings. Four things make these a good screw to use: they
are the right length, have a rounded head, a flat bottom on the head
and are scored underneath the head to give a little extra friction to
keep the screw in.
• Old seatbelts (from the local junkyard) or thin wall road tires
You’ll be using these thin walled slick tires, or thick tubes to use as a
liner between the screw heads and the tube.

Tools:
•
•
•
•
•

Electric drill
Broken wheel spoke
Electric screwdriver
Phillips screwdriver
Bolt cutters

Let the Drilling Begin

Photo by PK
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1) Take a look at the lug pattern on your tire and plan out a pattern
you will use for the screws. On the outside of the tires use the chalk
to mark knobs where you want to install the screws - you want them
to be on knobs, not between them. Ideally you should have at least
4 screws in contact with the ground at all times. When you are done
you should have more than 150 screws in your tire. After marking
your tire a quarter of the way around, count how many knobs you
have marked, if it's less than 40 you need to do more. Adjust your
pattern as necessary to get a good number of screws in the tire. Make

sure there are plenty of studs in the side knobs, or the first time you
lean into a corner will be very painful.
2) Using the broken spoke as a bit in the drill, drill into the tire knob
where you made the chalk marks. This ensures your screws hit knobs
where there is something for them to hold on to. Using a spoke to
make the holes doesn't remove any material giving the screw a little
extra grip. (Note: on some tires this and the previous step are not
necessary as you can see where the knobs are from the inside of the
tire.)
3) Turn the tire inside out and using an electric screwdriver (if you
have really strong wrists - you can do this manually - the repetition's
a killer!) put the screws in from the inside of the tire. It's advisable to
wear leather work gloves for this step, as you get the tire loaded up
with screws it starts to get hard to handle without suffering scratches and punctures. I find that occasionally I have to back out a screw
and put it back in to make it hit the knob. On the second time around
I'll use a regular screwdriver so I can direct the screw a bit better.
4) Once you have installed all the screws, turn the tire back so its
right side out. Use the bolt cutters to cut the screws off as flush with
the rubber knobs as you can. As aggressive as it looks with the points
of the screws sticking out, if you don't cut them off you will pick up
massive amounts of leaves when you roll over bare ground as well as
increasing the chance a screw will get pulled out. The screws do not
have to go into the ice they just scratch the surface, so they really
don't need to protrude much past the rubber. Cutting down the
exposed screws also allows some rubber to hit the ground, this is
important when you ride over rocks, as the metal to rock connection
creates less than perfect traction.

Don’t let this happen to you. Get yourself some studded sneakers for your
next ice ride!

5) Now you have a tire full of screws, if you mount it up directly, the
screw heads will quickly wear a hole in the tube. I've tried things like
two tubes or an old slick tire as a liner. The tire was very heavy and
seemed to be overkill, the dual tube liner worked OK for a season, but
Continued on page 24
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Photo by Larry Burke

when I took my tires off at the end of the season the screw heads had worn almost all the
way through to the tube. Last spring I went
to the local auto salvage yard and cut a few
seatbelts out of some busted up cars. I think
they will make excellent liners - though I
haven't tried mounting them up yet.
6) Mount one side of tire on the rim, put the
liner in, put your tube in, and then mount
the other side of the tire. While this sounds
simple, it's a bit of a struggle getting that

liner in so it covers the screw heads but
doesn't interfere with the rim. Given the difficulty of changing a tube with this set up, I
recommend using a heavier tube. I've glued
liners in, but that's a lot of work (and a lot of
glue), a loose liner is fine.
7) Take your bike out on the road for a few
minutes. This will round the screws off a bit
to further reduce the amount of leaves you
will pick up. Try doing a skid at night on the
road - cool sparks!

A couple of tips for ice riding
With a good studded tire you can ride ice just
like riding dirt. It takes a little while to get
used to the traction; your immediate reaction
will be to do all the things you do when you
hit ice with your regular tires (no turning, no
braking). Relax; the studs will do their job.
Look for unique places to ride. I've had some
excellent winter rides on swamps and ponds.
It's a really great way to see unusual places
that are inaccessible other times of the year.
I've even seen some pictures from rides on
rivers. Be safe! Ice should be a minimum of 6"
to support riding. Factors like water current,
recent weather and sun all affect the thickness of the ice. The looks you get from
passersby who see you bringing your bike
out on the ice are priceless.
Keep in mind that while your tires are studded, your shoes are not. You are probably the
most stable with your feet on the pedals.
Getting on and off your bike is best planned
ahead of time. It's amazing how quickly you
hit the deck when ice is involved. Wait!
Studded shoes, that's what I need…
hmmmm.
Night riding is excellent for ice riding. When
there is snow on the ground, a warm day
then a cold night will make for a great ride
with studded tires.

Photo by Larry Burke
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Look for trails packed down by motorcycles
or snowmobiles, after a few freeze/thaw
cycles they are often glare ice (which is a
good thing now!).

Technically Challenged? Get the Nokian Extremes
by Edward Davis
For ice riding, nothing beats a home-made
spike tire, but it take HOURS to build, and
you have to build it perfect, then there is a
trade off, it either stinks on the road and
grabs ice, or the other way around. And
they usually destroy themselves after a few
hundred miles.
Nokian has built what I think is the perfect
ice tire, the W296. That's 296 studs per tire.
Skid/acceleration tests on front and rear
have shown there are always 4 studs in contact with the ice at any time (8 total front
and back).
They cost 90 bucks a pop, but are worth it for many reasons.
1. They ride trails just like a normal tire
2. The mondo quantities of studs ensure front tire and back tire grip.
3. You can actually ride about as fast as summertime with these
things on and bomb down the trail. You see ice coming, no worries! Even downhill braking on the front, use your foot as an outrigger if needed, the front end will not get away from you. Try that
without these tires !
4. You can stop on these, using front and back brakes, on sheer ice.
5. They do slip a bit if you hammer.

6. I repeat, no worries when you are riding
along and see ice.
They really work best on your normal
trails, when every 100 yards or so there
will be a frozen patch or puddle. Simply
hammer onward with no second thoughts.
On sheer ice, like frozen ponds, they allow
you to brake, corner, and accelerate with
limited slipping. You can make yourself
bite the dust, but with a little care you can
rip around on the ice and make shavings
all day long.
The studs don't stick out too much, not
enough to pick up leaves, so they work great on roads too.
Homemade ice tires tend to pick up a lot of leaves (if they are spiked
tires).
Why pay so much for the Nokians ? The tread pattern works excellent on snow and snow crust too. Overall, one of the best MTB tires
going, studs or no studs.
They do weigh a lot, so expect to huff a bit more on longer rides. The
safety factor pays for the weight though.
Skip making homemade tires, these will last a lifetime, and open up
everything in the winter woods for ya!
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U.S.E Sumo Aluminum and
Sumo XCR Suspension
Seatposts
Seat posts, what's there to say about them? They hold you up and
that's about it, right?
Unless you've had the pleasure of busting one out on the trail and
had to stand, mashing your pedals for an hour or two to get back,
you're probably one of the many who don't really think about the
seat post upgrade. Well not I, a seat post is one of the first components I switch out on a new bike, partly for bling factor, partly
for weight but mostly for piece of mind. I've been on enough rides
and witnessed those super human efforts to get back to the car as
a result of a failed seat post, and I'm not having any of that, Jack.
Sure that lead pipe that came with the bike works just fine, (but

was intrigued and excited to see some of the latest seat post offerings from USE, a British company with a U.S. Distributor office located right in good old Portsmouth NH. Could this new SUMO be a contender?
What a coincidence, I did just get a new downhill bike to ride out in
Whistler and I've got this compulsive need to put a new post on it!
The first thing I noticed about the new SUMO was it's simplistic
design and burly appearance, yet at 225grams in a 300mm length it's
right in line with a Thompson Elite at 228grams at a 330 length. Also
like a Thompson, the USE SUMO has a machined finished (little ribs
for my pleasure) and a tough black anodized finish that keeps the
post looking new and scratch free after multiple gritty height adjustments, that's a plus! The 27.2 sliding into its new home was a very
tight and precise fit, so much so that I felt a need to pull out the
dremel tool and ease the rough edge of the inside the bike frame.

The Sumo Aluminum Seatpost

the bolt doesn't) and one only has to hold in hand and compare a
high end post with one of China's finest to see that this is a excellent area to shave some weight, but don't get too crazy weight
weenie, a post must be strong and ready for abuse, carbon fiber
(in my opinion) has no place being on your workhorse bike… it
just breaks, trust me, some day it will break. So in terms of quality aluminum posts it's pretty fair to say that Thompson is at the
top of the pile and has many satisfied customers, which is why I
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Okay now it's time to play with this unique SUMO seat clamp and
attach the saddle. The alloy head is held together and adjusted with
just one bolt, what best can be described as tight fitting "cups" that
rotate around the post with the saddle rails in place. This system is
by far the easiest way I've ever adjusted saddle angle, kind of like a
loose ball joint, the saddle is effortlessly rotated up and down to the
angle you want, then just torque down the one bolt and ride away.
Five months later how is the SUMO post holding up? First off, it's
never loosened or creaked once, but still is as simple as pie to loosen
and change the angle. It's been down hilling and seen some spills, it's
been XCing and seen some chills and like any good post, it's been
there faithfully holding me up and I've basically forgotten about it.
Two thumbs up!
I was so impressed with the quality and innovation of the SUMO,

that I was eager to acquire a legendary suspension post from USE
called the XCR, recently outfitted with the newly designed SUMO
clamp for my hardtail bike. The SUMO XCR retails for $149.00. Back
in the day I went through the heavy Rock Shox posts like butta at a
lobsta cookout, and ultimately went back to the reliable rigid seat
post and regular backside beating on my hardtail. The SUMO XCR has
all the same internal goodies as the original Alien clamp design.
Technically speaking it is a simple, effective and easy to maintain
design that can be custom tuned with a rider weight specific spring
and elastomer combo kit. The SUMO XCR also has a generous 65mm
of travel that takes the trail thuds right out. What is nice about a
properly tuned XCR is that you just don't notice it while sitting; it's a
silky smooth ride, no bouncing or notable pedal height change.
I did encounter one slight problem with my first XCR, yes; I trashed
the first one on its fourth ride, uh oh! One common construction
method for all the USE seat posts is bonding the SUMO cap and the
shaft of the post (whether that is aluminum or carbon) with a 3M
structural adhesive epoxy. The clamp cap is also treaded into the post
body. So I was simply just riding along and I felt the saddle twist. I
could rotate the seat left and right, but the suspension in the post
still worked and the cap/clamp did not pop off due to it being threaded, I could still ride out, although disheartened that the glue bond
gave away so easily, especially since my other SUMO on the DH bike
had been getting a royal beating with no problems. As with any bike
product, a warranty issue is a great way to see how long the relationship will last, so to say. A simple email exchange and I received a
new SUMO XCR in a matter of days, and also questioned USE about
why it broke.

The USE XCR Suspension Seatpost

I was assured that it was a freak accident and that it was probably
some sort of beer drinking holiday back in the jolly UK when it was
manufactured and that the product was so new that I was practically doing product testing for them. Skeptical about all this, trust me…
I have beaten the crap out of my second XCR SUMO trying to duplicate the glue failure, and am glad to say I've have had no success in
breaking it. A couple of end over end crashes on the bike, a couple of
no footer landers and have really laid into this seat post over the
miles trying to stress out the glue bond. No luck… so I am pretty
comfortable now with the notion that the first one was indeed a freak
accident and the incident will not deter me from future purchases. I
would certainly feel better if USE offered a lifetime warranty on the
epoxy bond instead of the current three year time limit. I feel sort of
bad reporting that one of the posts broke so easily when the employees at USE have been great to deal with and they do really make an
outstanding quality product, but hey, you won't get any sugar coating from me and this is after all… "just some dude's review".
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Dreamcatching my fitness
By Jeff Cutler
I heard in passing the other day the theory
behind dream catchers. I had always thought
they were flashy pieces of stained glass
assembled into some sort of ornament. In
fact, I thought dreamcatchers were similar to
the hundreds of shiny and quirky things people suspend over cribbed children to drive
them insane.
But no, dreamcatchers are actually quasi-religious items. To quote Wikipedia, dreamcatchers have been traditionally used as a
charm to protect sleeping children from
nightmares.
A dreamcatcher supposedly filters a person's
dreams so that the good in each dream is
captured and carried with the person. The
evil in a person's dreams escapes through the
hole in the center of the dreamcatcher and is
no longer a part of them.
Based on this theory I think I need a big
dreamcatcher…perhaps even a 29-incher.
You see, the nightmare that is my life continued the other day when the guy next door
mowed a third of my lawn.
Evidently my neighbor was getting tired of
having his kids come home covered with
ticks from the meadow that my yard has
become. So he got out his DR-Yard Attack
Machine and leveled 1/3 of the grass next to
my house.

The fact that a neighbor was so concerned
about the length of my grass that he cut it
completely horrified my mother (NO, I don't
live in my parent's basement, I just thought it
was a fun story to tell them and now my
mum won't speak to me).
I guess it's akin to me sewing a patch onto
someone's torn jeans or quickly throwing a
pair of baggy shorts over some of the frightful lycra-clad bodies that adorn the trails.
That would be seen as a little odd and perhaps intrusive.
And on one hand, I wouldn't be annoyed
with him for doing this if he did the whole
yard. But by mowing 1/3 of my yard he compelled me to mow the rest of it.
On the other hand, the primary issue I have
with my neighbor's actions is that they have
sidetracked my careful experiment to see if
the winter snows would erase all the
progress the lawn has made over the spring
and summer.
Similar to our bodies, our yards and even the
trails go through amazing seasonal changes.
We gather fat in the winter as the trees and
land become bare. Then, when the lushness
returns, we start to pare down and become
thin and fit again.

any type of exercise for about nine months
and have reached the peak of my un-fitness.
I'm fat and lazy and I'm ready for the seasonal change.
Now, if I'm correct I should - without any
effort - start to get back into shape. I'll be the
Bizarro cyclist who doesn't have to squeeze a
brake lever, click into the pedals or even gobble a Gu packet in his quest for fitness.
Even as friends regale me this holiday season
with stories of their epic rides, their trips to
Moab and far-flung places, I'll be slowly and
surely chiseling my body into an Adonis bike
form.
No need to fix flats or breathe heavy or even
fill my Camelbak. I think if this program
works out as it should, I may sell it on the
early-morning infomercials.
Then I'll be rich and fit and…
Aw, the heck with it. It is nice to dream.
Jeff Cutler has been getting fatter and fatter
while hosting a number of podcasts, writing
in his blog - bowlofcheese.com - and running
his writing services firm - Novel Ideas - within view of his unkempt lawn in Hingham,
MA.

My experiment was established to shake this
theory to its core. I have skillfully avoided

Trail Maintenance is a Funny Thing
By Eric Mayhew
Trail maintenance is a funny thing. Everyone
appreciates it when it's done, no one ever has
time to do it, and there is always more to be
done. Well, I guess there's not really anything funny about it. That's more of a statement. Whatever.

ride means we need to put in a little time on
those trails to make sure that we (and others!) can also enjoy them for a long time to
come. We are all relying on someone else to
do the work we don't want to do, and before
you know it, it ain't getting done.

How do you motivate people to pitch in and
do trail maintenance? People who already
don't have enough time as it is to do what
they really love, ride their bikes. And now
you are asking someone to sacrifice something they love to do, and get precious little
of, for heavy lifting and digging holes in rocky
soil?

Notice I said "a little" time. I am not going to
spend every free minute doing TM. Maybe
some of you will! I know some of you do.
You really enjoy doing it, and there's nothing
wrong with that. But you need help! You
need someone like me… Someone who is a
big dumb animal who can go out there and
lift some rocks, cut some tree limbs, and rake
with the best of them. And you need someone like your local NEMBA chapter.

Look. All I'm saying is this: TM is fun and
you don't need to be an expert. You can
think when you're at work, or in the car, or
when reading books on philosophy. When
you do TM all you need to know is: Be safe,
and have fun. Meet some people you never
met before, swap some hero stories and
favorite ride spots, eat some free food, and
feel good about giving a little something back
to the sport that has given you so much great
stuff like memories, fitness, and some badass
scars that chicks dig.

You know that trail you are secretly building
at your favorite park or in the woods down
the street from your house? We can probably help you make that trail. We can help
you make it sustainable so it doesn't wash
out when the snow melts. We have
resources for you to use. Tools, know-how,

Funny thing is, I am the LAST person who
should be writing this. I won't even embarrass myself by saying how many TM events I
went to so far this year. But it's an interesting discussion I think. Like I said: How do
you motivate people to pitch in and do trail
maintenance?

"I don't have the time. If I'm not riding I
would rather be home with the
kid/wife/dog/etc. Let someone else do it," is
a common refrain. Fair enough I suppose.
The problem is, we ARE that someone else…
All of us. You, me, the guy I just quoted…
We're all volunteers who DO sacrifice the
things we love for the things we kinda like,
because it's important. Because we love to
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connections.. Imagine building a sweet new
trail and NOT having to fear it be found
because it is… gasp… LEGAL!
And the
trails need us too.

Songs and Poems of the Wind Trainer
We love them, we hate them... But let’s face it, sometimes there’s no choice
but to climb on to your wind trainer or rollers to get your cycling fix. Yes, it’s
boring —even with Coach Troy urging you to feel the burn— but it gives time
to ponder, waste time and generally contemplate life’s absurdities.
So, what would Paul Simon sing while riding on his indoor
trainer? Here are a few lyrics, reworked by member, Karl
Hanner, sung along to Sounds of Silence...
Hello Trainer, my old friend,
I've come to ride on you again,
Because a snow storm softly creeping,
Left its load while I was sleeping,
And the vision that was planted in my brain
Still remains
In winter silence.
In restless dreams I ride alone
In warm rooms with no one home,
With the whir of my street tires,
I burn my muscles with much perspire
When my quads were stabbed by the cramps of a
heavy spin
My cries split the air
And broke the winter silence
And in the winter light I saw
Ten thousand bikers, maybe more.
Some talking about riding,
Some riding without falling,
Some riding visions as they sadly stare
And no one cares
Only winter silence.

Dr. Seuss: On Riding Rollers
Those rollers aren't fit for man or mouse
I do not want them, in my house.
I would not ride them, if i could
I would not, will not, though I should.

"Fools" said I, "You do not know
winter snow like a cancer grows.
Heed my words that I might reach you,
Ride your trainers I beseech you."

I'll ride my bike through snow and rain
although it gives my taint such pain.

But my words like silent snow flakes fell,
And echoed

I'll gladly take a butt that's wet

In the wells of winter

over riding those things i have not met.

And the bikers bowed and prayed
To the fair weather god they had made.
And the sign flashed out its warning,

They look so boring, snoring, bland
like counting traffic up by hand.

In the words that it was forming.
And the sign said, "The words of the winter storms
are written on the suburban lawns
And Lynn Woods now winter gone."
And whisper'd in the snows of winter.

I'm surely fatter, weaker, slow
but the torture of rollers, I shall not know.
—Mike Rowell
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CHAPTER NEWS

Connecticut

President: Art Roti, artroti@hotmail.com,
860-875-0682
VP: Mark Lurie
Secretary: Eric Mayhew
Treasurer: Glenn Vernes
Membership: Marc Lurie
Trail Care: Bob Caporaso
At Large: Tren Spence
Regional Rep: David Singleton
Email List: ctnemba@nemba.org
CT Web: www.ctnemba.org

As the winter riding season approaches, we felt it
would be good to review our accomplishments this
year in the Connecticut Chapter and introduce the
newly elected board:

• CTNEMBA has fostered a very good relationship with two local mountain bike websites
Crankfire.com and Bikerag.com allowing us
to reach out to more of our members more
interactively and also provide links to many
good areas to ride in CT.
• There have been a number of meetings and
workdays with the CT Horse Council to start
an epic trail project in the Cockaponset State
Forest. Along with this we have had a trails
workshop at 7/8ths Farm in conjunction
with the Bridal Path Conservancy and CFPA
(CT Forest and Parks Association).
• Support of "Leave No Child Inside", has been
spearheaded by a number of members
including Don Myers, Tom Carruthers, and
Paula Burton. Don also organized a great ride
and picnic at Gay City for the "Leave No
Child Inside" project.

• We have a new website, which is constantly
being enhanced by our Webmaster Brian
Jalet. If you haven't visited the new website,
then you really should as it has a number of
great resources for Mountain biking in CT.
(www.ctnemba.net)

• Sprockids of CT has hosted a number of rides
and Trail Maintenance events under the
direction of Nestor Barrezuta.

• We have published several newsletters both
electronically and on paper

• New trails, Trail Maintenance events, and a
ride event have taken place in Huntington
State Park, organized by BOD members Paula
Burton, and Mark Lurie.

• Bob Caparoso has been active developing a
closer relationship with the CT DEP by representing CT NEMBA on the CT Statewide
Forest Council and is even the Chairperson
of the Recreation Committee.
• Also, the CT DEP has been very pleased with
the Trail Ambassador program. The TA program is where individual CT NEMBA mem-

Greater Boston
President: Tim Post, te.post@gmail.com,
617-515-4812
Vice-President: Joseph Re
Secretary: Mike Tabaczynski
Treasurer: Claire Grimble
Patrol Director: Sam Davis
Email List: mtb-boston@nemba.org
Website: www.gbnemba.org
Meetings: Check website for monthly
meeting schedule 1st Monday each
month.
Recent Accomplishments
Though the season is winding down, GBNEMBA
stays busy. Thanks to a steady group of volunteers
GBNEMBA completed two more trail maintenance
projects; one at the Middlesex Fells and a second at
Lynn Woods. And the Wednesday night ride
wrapped up being a huge success. It's been a terrific season, but don't put your bikes away yet.
There's still a lot of riding out there!
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bers ride their local areas and report back on
the new CT NEMBA website about the conditions of the trails and any help they were
able to lend to other trail users in need.
(www.ctnemba.net)
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• New trails have been put in at Millers Pond
(Haddam), thanks to members Alex Sokolow
and Jon Peterson for organizing this effort.

• The Fall Fiesta was a success even though we
had to dodge the raindrops. We signed up
10 new members and elected the new board.

because we were hearing from people that
they don't want to deal with policy and
organization oversight but would rather
focus on an aspect of MTB advocacy that
they have a passion for. We believe thru
programs and those willing to lead them that
we will achieve this. In fact, we have several programs already. They are: Trail
Ambassadors, Trail Maintenance, Sprockids,
Membership, and Rides. We have not limited it to these though. If someone has an
idea that they want to put into action we
will be happy to listen and support in any
way possible.
• The new board is Art Roti (President), Mark
Lurie (Vice President), Glenn Vernes
(Treasurer), Eric Mayhew (Secretary), Bob
Caparoso (Trails), David Singleton (At Large),
and Tren Spence (At Large).
We are feverishly working at developing that plan
for next year. It is ambitious but will also be a lot
of fun. In addition to trail maintenance, we will
also be offering Trail Ambassador and Trail Boss
training, weekly group rides in various places
around the state and other riding activities still to
be organized.
I encourage you to come to a board meeting. They
are open to the entire membership. At times they
can be a bit boring but we cover lots of ground (no
pun intended). We welcome and encourage feedback from any and all members. If you have something that you feel is of particular importance let
us know ahead of time and we will try to get it on
the agenda. We will even give you free food and
occasionally schedule the meeting around a ride.
See you on the trails, Art Roti

• This year the board structure changed a bit.
We pared it down to 7 members and created
program directors. We restructured the BOD

Wednesday GBNEMBA Ride
GBNEMBA had a great time hosting 21 Wednesday
night rides between April and September at the
Middlesex Fells. It was a good year with only two
rainouts. Along with the core group of "regulars,"
the ride attracted a fair number of newcomers
affording us the opportunity to break into mellow
and advanced groups. It was a lot of fun and we
look forward to kicking off again next season. And
again, thanks to Tim Post for organizing and putting this together. Speaking of next season,
GBNEMBA plans to add a second evening for a bit
of skills training. Keep you eyes open for the new
schedule.

Trail Maintenance
At the beginning of the year, GBNEMBA raised the
bar and set the goal to at least double the number
of man-hours devoted to trail maintenance.
Looking back, GBNEMBA not only met the goal,
but surpassed it by completing 12 maintenance
days with over 250 volunteers attending and over
1000 hours of work being logged. GBNEMBA
wants all the volunteers to know their help was
appreciated and that their efforts really made a difference, especially in our land manager's eyes.
Thank you! Without your dedication, we couldn't
have accomplished this.

Our last TM day at the Fells was on October 8th.
A group of eight volunteers helped repair a singletrack section near the water treatment plant. It
was hard work armoring one section and repairing
and narrowing a second, but it was definitely
worth it. Many thanks go to Tom Grimble for making this and all the rest of the great work at the
Fells happen. With Tom's experience and dedication, we are beginning to finally make headway in
the Fells .
And just up the road on September 25th, another
group of 18 volunteers sweated in the rain and
mud at Lynn Woods to install two wooden boardwalk-style bridges in an amazing time of 5 hours.
With the continuing partnership between the volunteers of GBNEMBA and Dieselbikes, Lynn Woods
is one of the area's premium spots for freeriders,
downhillers and cross country riders alike.
If you're not familiar with Deselbikes, check them
out at www.Dieselbikes.com. They're a Lynn-based
mountain bike group who have fun doing what
they enjoy best. You can find them freeriding at
Lynn Woods most any day of the week. They
would love to have you join in. And the riders of
Dieselbikes don't mind getting their hands dirty
helping to promote our sport day in and day out.
They not only ride the trails, they sweat with hard
work to give something back. GBNEMBA appreci-

ates the Dieselbikes partnership and looks forward
to added opportunities in 2007.

Take a Kid Mountain Biking Day
In partnership with SEMASS, GBNEMBA had
another successful Take a Kid Mountain Biking Day
at Blue Hill Reservation on October 1st. Though
the weather was a bit spotty, the joint effort
between GBNEMBA and SEMASS went off like
clockwork with a fair number of our younger participants enjoying themselves. The annual event is
a lot of fun and it's great to feel the kid's enthusiasm while teaching them early in life to be responsible trail users.

Bike Not Bombs Ride
On a beautiful Saturday morning in November,
GBNEMBA hosted a group of young riders from
Bikes Not Bombs, a non-profit organization that
works for alternative transportation and community development. The riders, aged 10 through 14,
were primarily from the highly urban Roxbury and
Jamaica Plain areas of Boston and had little or no
experience riding in a woodland setting. They came
by subway through the city and then rode the last
mile or so from the train stop to where we met
them in the Fells. During a brief pre-ride meeting,
they learned about NEMBA, trail advocacy, trail

etiquette, user conflict issues in the Fells, and a
few basic tips on off-road safety and riding technique. Then we took them on a tour of the Fells.
They were beside themselves with glee! They have
so many challenges breaking into the sport of
mountain biking: some of these kids build their
own bikes in the Earn-a-Bike program, they all had
stories of stolen bikes and other hardships. We
took them out for a 6.5 mile novice offroad ride but added in some highly technical sections for
them to get a taste. They couldn't get enough!
They threw themselves at every challenge and at
the end of the 4.5 hour ride, even though bruised,
tired and muddy they ate PB&J sandwiches and
boasted of their "big air" and various wipeouts of
the day.

Land Manager Relationships
The relationship with all the land managers in our
territory grew positively this year. The
Massachusetts DCR gave GBNEMBA a lot of bandwidth to share our ideas in the Fells and they seem
receptive to implementing some of those ideas in
2007. The relationship with Lynn Woods continues
to grow positively with the assistance of
Dieselbikes. In fact they are concerned that ridership is down somewhat from last year and hope
that new riders discover Lynn Woods in 2007.
Great Brook State Farm park is in great shape too.

Additionally, our members are doing a great job
improving trails in Belmont (Met State) and in the
Lexington Conservation areas. GBNEMBA was
thrilled to help with tools and support on a variety
of multi-use trail projects. All our hard work is giving mountain bikers in the Greater Boston area a
great reputation as people who not only care about
the environment, but more importantly, people
who get things done.

Mountain Bike Patrol
Though the season is winding down, the Mountain
Bike Patrol is still at it riding the trails at the four
area parks. Providing medical and general bike support to North Shore NEMBA at their annual
Wicked Ride of the East was a recent highlight. As
usual, folks had a great time riding Harold Parker's
trails on a beautiful Halloween weekend.
The good news is the Mountain Bike Patrol is gaining recognition and growing! If you're interested in
the Patrol, contact them at nembpatrol@hotmail.com. No experience is necessary and the veterans will get you certified in First Aid and the very
necessary basic bike repair skills. —Terry Kennedy

Merrimack
Valley

President: Norman Blanchette, 978 4555605, n.blanchette@comcast.net
VP Groton Town Fst VP: Mike Andersen
Lowell-Dracut SF VP: Bob Giunta
Treasurer: Hugh Folsom, (978) 244-0633
Email List: mtbmerrimackvalley@nemba.org
Website: www.mv-nemba.org
Well Thanksgiving is just around the corner and
so far we’re enjoying great fall riding weather.
There's no reason to hang up the cleats just yet.
Unless we get snowfall of historic proportions,
we expect to be riding right through the winter.
The snowmobiles usually give us a decent riding
surface and also provide us with an early warning
system of how safe the ice really is. Our focus
this past year has been in the Eastern section of
the state forest. We were successful in continuing to develop new trails in a part of the forest
that had no singletrack. In the last two years we
have built approximately 4 miles of new singletrack in the woods off of Gumpus Road. It is now
possible to park at Trotting Park Road, and ride a
perimeter trail system that accesses some of the
farthest reaches of the forest. I would like to see
in the near future some kind of trail marker that
would identify this as a NEMBA loop. Maybe a
colored arrow in the tree or some special marker.
Looking back at this year we have a lot to be
proud of. The Tuesday Night ride were very popular and well attended. We added a few extra
trail days to the schedule but had to deal with
several rain outs. We did make an attempt to

MV NEMBA has made Lowell-Dracut a wonderful place to ride and hike. Photo by Norman Blanchette

squeeze in an extra day here and there to catch
up. Bob Giunta and Kirk Goldsworthy put in a
massive effort in getting new trails flagged and
prepped for the rest of us, but because of the rain
cancellations, ended up doing most of the work
themselves. That's not the way we planned it but
who can stop these guys when they get a
McLeod in their hands. A huge thank you goes
out from all of us here in the Merrimack Valley.
Right now we don't see a lot of new trail development in the Gumpus Road / Eastern part of the
forest. We pretty much have accomplished most
of what we set out to do out there. So we will

now start to turn out attention to other areas of
the forest and other projects. On paper we have
plenty of trail projects to keep us busy. In no
particular order, some of the ideas kicking around
for 2007:
- An arrowed or Flagged NEMBA Loop.
- A new trail connection off of the original
Americorp trail to connect up to an existing
trail system that many of you have probably
never ridden.
- There's been some new trail work started off of
Thompson Road and there's more trail potential
Continued on page 32
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in that area.
- We still want to get a boardwalk to connect us
to the Whortleberry Hill area.
- Once in the Whortleberry Hill section of the forest, we would like to create a real trail to get us
up and down that hill.
- We still want a boardwalk out by the radio towers to eliminate the gravel pit crossing on Carney

North Shore
President:Frank Lane, frank.lane@bostikfindley-us.com,978-465-2295
Vice-President: Fred White
Treasurer: Ron Corporon
Secretary: Jim Humphrey
Email List: northshore@nemba.org
Fall is a popular time to mountain bike for many
of our members. The weather is cooler and the
trails are drier. It's a great time of year to get out
in the woods and enjoy the trails. One high light
for many each fall is the Wicked Ride Of The East
held annually each Halloween at Harold Parker
State Park. This year the event joined the MTB
adventure series and was a huge success. Over
240 riders registered for marked 20-mile course,
which show cased the new single track in the
park. The day was blustery but sunny and after
the ride participants enjoyed treats of apples and
cider, and just to add a little spice this year
homemade chilly was served.
Special thanks goes out to all the members that
volunteered their time to make this event happen. A lot of time and work goes into putting on
a ride this big. A great job was done by all that
helped!
The trail crew had two more successful trail days.

Rhode Island
President: Leo Corrigan,
thecorr17@aol.com, 401-231-2809
VP Arcadia: Jim Grimley
VP Big River: Peter Gengler
VP Lincoln Woods: Brendan Dee
VP Snake Den: Jon Wellington
Treasurer: Sara Grimley
Secretary: Bart Angelo
Email List: mtb-RI@nemba.org
Web: RINEMBA.org
Arcadia Fun Ride: May 21: Jim Grimly proves
once again that he truly is the trail master of
Arcadia. If you have never been on a fun ride that
Jim has arrowed, then you have missed the best
Arcadia has to offer. The weather was great, and
the turnout was even better. Thanks to the hard
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Road.
- We have more work to do with the signage and
developing a high quality trail map.
- We will continue to maintain, develop and define
more of the technical features on our trails
throughout the park.
- We may be able to pull off a NEMBA / EFTA fun
/ poker ride for late summer / early fall.

- I would like to increase MV membership by 20%.
- Completely rework our web site.
So the basic message hasn't changed. It's up to us
to get our members organized, motivated and
involved. We need to show the local non-NEMBA,
mtb community, the wisdom of joining in the
effort. We need to continue to grow our chapter to
keep it strong and viable. —Norman Blanchette

The first was a
new boardwalk in built
in
Ward
Re s e r v a t i o n
on September
17th. This job
went smoothly with one of
the biggest
volunteer
groups of the
season. On
October 15th
it was back to
Harold Parker
to the backside
of
Sudden Pond.
Two muddy
areas
were
improved on
one with a
short reroute
the
second
with a rock
Kirk Goldsworthy and Joe DiZazzo working rock at Harold Parker State Forest.
causeway
Photo by Dan Streeter
through a low
be surprised at who sticks the big up hills. We
area. Using the theory the bigger the rocks the
will star up the rides again next spring so come
better the job. This sustainable trail will make
out and join us.
any Egyptian proud.
As we look toward winter the leaves will blow
With the end of day light savings time, the
away and the ground will freeze, the traction
Thursday night rides have officially concluded for
under the tires is great. Winter what a great time
the season. We had a great turn out each week
to ride. —Frank Lane
with a core group that was there each week and
many others that attended when their schedules
allowed. With rider from 13 to 60+ you would

work of all who volunteered their time and the
bike shops that donated raffle prizes. We were
able to make a donation to Cycle For Life, and
with that money, the charity was able to purchase four specially equipped Radio Flyer wagons. These wagons were in turn donated to
Hasbro Children's Hospital and will be used by
the children to help make their battle with cancer a little bit easier. These wagons will carry the
RINEMBA logo.
Lincoln Woods Multi-Sports Day: June 18th:
RINEMBA in partnership with RI Canoe and
Kayak Association hosted a multi-sports day.
The idea of having this event was to bring
together outdoor groups and have their members
try other outdoor activities. The Narragansett
Bay Wheelmen and the AMC set up table to pass
out information about their clubs, Providence
Cycles and The Kayak Center supplied a fleet of
cycles and kayaks, while the RI Rock Gym
brought their climbing wall. We received positive
feedback and will try expanding this event next
year. Thanks goes out to Jake Chase-Lubitz for
his hard work on this event.
Summer Ride Series: Mother Nature rained out
two of the five rides, but we were able to get

three great rides in despite the weather. The
series will be on our schedule next year. Thanks
to the many ride leaders who helped out this
year, you know who you are!!
Take a Kid Mountain Biking Day, October 15th:
RINEMBA hosted this event at Lincoln Woods
State Park on a beautiful fall day. The event was
broken up into three parts - First we had a skills
clinic in which we had some easy stunts set up
so the children could get accustomed to obstacles in the woods. Second we had a short beginners ride in which we worked on the skills
learned in the first clinic. And to end the day,
Glenn Markley ran a basic repair clinic. Although
the turnout was light, all who attended left with
a smile on their face!!
Meetings are still being held the first Tuesday of
the month @ Famous Pizza of West Warwick. If
you are interested, check out our RINEMBA website for meeting times and any changes!!
— Leo Corrigan

SE Mass

President: Rich Higgins, rlhiggins@comcast.net ,508-238-7590
Treasurer: Bill Boles, 508-583-0067
Vice-Presidents:
Ames Nowell: Malcolm Neilson, 508510-9606
Blue Hills: Joe Sloane, 617-696-3533
Borderland: Christopher Patrick,
Franklin SF: Jan Hubbell, 508-341-5509
Freetown: Dennis Lewis, 508-993-5920
Wompatuck: Paul Peaslee, 781-925-2512
Wrentham: Kevin Delaney, 401-7222426
Secretary: Eero Kola, 781-356-2518
Email List: semass@nemba.org
It's been a busy fall in SE MASS. Along with
Greater Boston, we hosted National Take a Kid

Wachusett
President: Jim Wrightson, endothebars@aol.com, 978-464-2763
Email List: wachusett@nemba.org
It's time to grab the studs or the cross country skis
but tell the weather that, as it has been a beautiful fall for riding.
Wachusett NEMBA had a successful year for Trail
Maintenance projects in Leominster State Forest.
This fall we were able to move a stockpile of rocks

White
Mountains

President: Rob Adair, rob@adair.com,
603-456-5214
VPs: Jon Conti & Mark Jenks
Treasurer: Phil Ostroski
Secretary: Jean Lee
Email List:
mtb-whitemountains@nemba.org
All the leaves are gone and the sky is gray. After
superb fall weather and lots of great riding, another winter is upon us. It's just about time to mount
up the studs for the inevitable January thaw and
refreeze.
Membership in the White Mountain chapter still
hover around 35 people, with many of those having their primary residence outside of New
Hampshire. It's difficult to understand why people
don't pitch in after all the quality work that

Mountain Biking Day on October 1, at the Blue
Hills. Despite very threatening skies, the rain held
off. About 20 kids were there and went on guided
rides and had plenty of donuts! REI was in attendance and presented Joe Sloane of Blue Hills trail
watch with some sharp new apparel as part of a
grant. Tim Post gave away a brand new kid's bike
from JRA Cycles in a raffle. Thanks to Joe, JRA and
Tim and the folks from GB & SEMASS NEMBA who
helped make this day a success. And a big thanks
to Dave Furey and Tom Bender of the DCR and the
good guys from the New England Mountain Bike
Patrol for all their help.
We had two very successful fall Merlin trail maintenance events at Wompatuck (October 22) and
Borderland (October 15). At Borderland, we built a
48 foot bridge which replaced an old bridge that
gets lots of traffic from hikers and bikers and was
just too short. The bridge was funded by an RTP
grant from 2005. In addition we completed work
on a trail re-route of the Granite Hills upper loop
trail which we had begun back in the spring. We
used the Muck Truck to haul a couple tons worth
of gravel and place it at rough spots on the trail.
Chris Patrick deftly maneuvered the 30 inch wide
Muck Truck up a steep, winding section of trail
on two separate days to a location that will see a
lot of activity next season. There are a fair amount
of areas that are experiencing erosion over the
years and mostly due to the old approach of siting
trails with little regard to natural forces. If you get
a chance to read over the winter, there is a fairly
new book out on trail design that is top notch and
will give you new insight for trails. This is the first
in a series and is sold by IMBA's bookstore.
Natural Surface Trails by Design: Physical and
Human Design Essentials of Sustainable, Enjoyable
Trails by Troy Scott Parker.
Leominster State Forest is the first park in the state
to be going through a new management plan
process and there will be no new trails being built
for a while there as you might know. A few years
from now we will most likely be able to add to the

NEMBA has done in the last 5 years. Without
NEMBA, the Red Tail Trail, Sherwood
Forest/Mineral Site Trail, and Sticks & Stones
would simply not exist. In addition to those trails,
we've built almost 500' of bog bridges along the
Nanamocomuck, two significant steel bridges in
Conway, the Shedd Woods trail, and done countless hours of maintenance throughout the Mt.
Washington Valley. Why would a mountain biker
not want to be a part of an organization that has
done all this, not to mention hundreds of projects
in other parts of New England? Trail building is
hard work and is definitely not for everyone, but
please encourage others to join to give us the
resources to make the White Mountains an even
better place to live and ride.
While it's easy to reflect on the great things
NEMBA has already completed, I get more
enthused with the potential offered by future projects. Some of the possibilities that come to mind,
all of which NEMBA is actively involved in:
o
A private property owner is interested
in developing a trail network on Pine Hill in
Conway, adjacent to the new high school currently under construction. The network is envisioned
to accommodate biking, running and Nordic skiing
and be a mix of single and double track suitable for

with about 10 loads. The truck proved itself a very
useful tool with little to no impact on the trail
itself. REI also attended this event and handed out
totally awesome micro-fiber T-shirts to all the volunteers.
Over in Wompatuck, Steve Cobble held a trail day
and they worked on brushing back some overgrown trails and even worked on a new drop, complete with transition. It's not quite finished yet so
they plan on doing some more work on it. REI also
attended the Wompy trail day and handed out Tshirts. Thanks to Whole Foods who also provided
food for the hungry workers. A big thanks to Dane
Tullock, outreach coordinator from REI, for the help
he has given NEMBA this past year. And lets not
forget the $10,000 grant REI gave to NEMBA to be
spent at Wompy.
Speaking of funding, the 2007 state budget is currently set to lop off $6.7 million from the DCR
budget. As park users, many of us know the parks
have been just scraping by for the last few years as
it is. If you're concerned, please contact your local
legislator and tell him/her what the parks mean to
you. State reps work for you….let them know how
you feel. —Rich Higgins

trail network but gone are the days we had CarteBlanche to do almost anything there. Any new
trails will need to have extensive plans submitted
and reviewed before approved. This is not a bad
thing if you consider how much use these areas get
and seeing some of poorly designed trails of the
past throughout the region that need extensive
work to keep up.
Did you know that if you take Leominster,
Wachusett and Rutland State parks and add
Audubon and protected watershed land in account
there are almost 45,000 acres of land that is just
about continuously connected.
Hope to see you next year at one of our Trail
Maintenance events. -Jim Wrightson

competitive events.
o
The New Hampshire Department of
Transportation and the Town of Conway are in the
process of purchasing nearly 150 acres on the east
side of North Conway. This property includes the
historic Redstone quarry property. Acquisition of
this parcel will create a greenway extending south
from Mt. Cranmore to Redstone and open the
potential for continuous single track connecting to
the high school trail network.
o
In August of 2004, NEMBA submitted a
proposal to the National Forest Service for a new
trail connecting the Moat Mountain trail network
to the Nanamocomuck Trail in Albany. This trail
would be about 5 miles in length and roughly parallel the Passaconaway Road along fantastic rocky
terrain. Getting approval for new trails in the
National Forest is a time-consuming and difficult
proposition, but we are hopeful the Forest Service
will see the value of this important connector trail
between two major trail networks.
o
A small group of us are actively trying
to gain approval from a myriad of private landowners for a trail along the Saco River in North
Conway. This is another long-term project that
would be great to get started and watch snowball.
Continued on page 34
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o
The Conway Recreational Access
Committee (CRAC), well-represented by NEMBA
members, is working to gain approval for a recre-

ational path along the new North-South Road. The
town is currently trying to obtain key easements
to make this possible.

Have any ideas of your own? We'd love to hear
them. —Rob Adair

Other NEMBA Chapter Contacts:
Berkshire NEMBA

Heather Linscott, hlinscot@bcn.net

Blackstone Valley NEMBA Rich Kordell, kordell67@charter.net, 508-865-9964
Cape Cod NEMBA

Charlie Genatossio, cgenatossio@hotmail.com

Central NH NEMBA

Steve LaFlame, bkkeahi@yahoo.com, 603-746-2464

Maine NEMBA

Calvin Weeks, clwsdj@fairpoint.net, 207-693-8221

MTA NEMBA

Todd Bumen, todd@mtanemba.org, 207 332 5497

Pioneer Valley NEMBA

Liam O’Brien, ginaliam@mac.com, 413-665-9524

SC NH NEMBA

Scott Nixon, scott.nixon@verizon.net, 603-424-7469

Seacoast NEMBA

Mark Oullette, mark-ouellette@comcast.net

NEMBA Rides
NEMBA rides are led by individual NEMBA members for other members and prospective members. So if you haven't yet joined NEMBA,
please do. Rides are usually for small numbers of people and vary with
the location and the personal style of the host. Rides have been
known to change location or time at the last moment. So be sure to
call the ride's leader, both to sign up, and to find out more about the
ride. **Be sure to contact the ride leader a couple of days before the
ride takes place. That way you will be sure that the ride is on.
If you commit to a ride, go, since space is limited. That way the rides
will stay manageable and will be enjoyable for everyone. Helmets are
required on all NEMBA rides. Contact your ride's leader if the weather looks questionable.
HEY! - Why not lead a NEMBA ride yourself? Contact Bill
Boles at 508-583-0067 or nembabill@yahoo.com for more
information.
(T/FR) Indicates a technical or freeride
(MBA) Indicates a NEMBA Mountain Bike Adventure Series
Ride
(EN) Indicates an EFTA/NEMBA Fun Ride.
(AM) Indicates a weekday daytime ride.
(DB) Indicates a daybreak or early morning ride.
(BHTW) Indicates a Blue Hills Trail Watch ride.
(Dog) Indicates you can bring your dog.
(W) Indicates a WOMBATS ride.
(K) Indicates a Kids & Family ride.
(TBA) Indicates location to be determined.
(U) Indicates an urban ride.
(SS) Indicates Single Speed bicycles are OK.
(SShoe) Indicates Snowshoeing
(SKILLS) Indicates a skills training session
(BorS) Indicates Bike or Ski
The following ride categories are only general guidelines. You should
ask the ride's leader exactly what type of ride he or she is planning in
terms of distance, pace and technicality. Also, be realistic about your
level of riding skills and don't join a ride that is beyond your present
ability or fitness level.
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MBAS

Topeak-Kenda Adventure Series ride. 10-20 miles.
A ride on a marked course for all ability levels.
Normally includes short and long loops. Call for
more information.

EFTA/NEMBA

10-25 miles. Marked loops for all ability levels.
Normally includes multiple loops. Call for more
information.

Kids/Family

2-10 miles, usually easy pace & terrain. These
rides are aimed at parents with young children.

Beginner

2-7 miles, easy terrain, easy pace. These rides are
aimed at riders with little or no riding experience.

Novice

4-9 miles, mellow pace, easy terrain, frequent
stops.

Advanced Novice 6-10 miles, mellow pace, either mostly easy terrain, or could be technical terrain done slowly, frequent stops.
Intermediate

10-20 miles, moderately technical, somewhat
faster pace, occasional stops and bail out points.
Intermediate rides are designed for people who
ride frequently, and have some skills, but who
probably don't enter races.

Advanced Intermediate The same as intermediate, except faster
and harder terrain.
Advanced

20-30 miles, high technical difficulty, fast pace,
few stops or chances to bail out. These rides are
intended for advanced riders or, racers who would
like to go for a challenging ride at less than all out
race pace.

Women's Ride

Can be any level of difficulty. Call for more information.

Cape Cod & Islands
01/07
01/07
01/10
01/11
01/12
01/14
01/14
01/17
01/18
01/19
01/21
01/21
01/24
01/25
01/26
01/28
01/28
01/31
02/01
02/02
02/04
02/04
02/07
02/08
02/09
02/11
02/11
02/14
02/15
02/16
02/18
02/18
02/21
02/22
02/23
02/25
02/25
02/28
03/01
03/02
03/04
03/04
03/07
03/08
03/09
03/11
03/11
03/14
03/15
03/16
03/18
03/18

Hyannis/Yarmouth
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Vineyard
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Trail of Tears
Hyannis/Yarmouth
Vineyard

Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate

Central, Wachusett & Western Mass
01/09
01/11
01/14
01/16

Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area

All
All
All
All

EMS Hyannis
David Whitmon
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
David Whitmon
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
David Whitmon
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
David Whitmon
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
David Whitmon
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
David Whitmon
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
David Whitmon
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
David Whitmon
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
David Whitmon
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
David Whitmon
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
Steve Shakin
EMS Hyannis
David Whitmon

e0026st@ems.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
sshakin@adelphia.net
e0026st@ems.com
Whitmon@vineyard.net

508-362-8690
508-693-4905

Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry

bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com

413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700

508-362-8690
508-362-8690
508-693-4905
508-362-8690
508-362-8690
508-693-4905
508-362-8690
508-362-8690
508-693-4905
508-362-8690
508-362-8690
508-693-4905
508-362-8690
508-362-8690
508-693-4905
508-362-8690
508-362-8690
508-693-4905
508-362-8690
508-362-8690
508-693-4905
508-362-8690
508-362-8690
508-693-4905
508-362-8690
508-362-8690
508-693-4905
508-362-8690
508-362-8690
508-693-4905
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01/18
01/23
01/25
01/28
01/30
02/01
02/06
02/08
02/11
02/13
02/15
02/20
02/22
02/25
02/27
03/01
03/06
03/08
03/11
03/13
03/15

Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area
Greenfield area

Connecticut
01/07
01/10
01/14
01/17
01/21
01/24
01/28
01/31
02/04
02/07
02/11
02/14
02/18
02/21
02/25
02/28
03-04
03/07
03/11
03/14
03/18

TBA
W. Hartford Res.
TBA
W. Hartford Res.
TBA
W. Hartford Res.
TBA
W. Hartford Res.
TBA
W. Hartford Res.
TBA
W. Hartford Res.
TBA
W. Hartford Res.
TBA
W. Hartford Res.
TBA
W. Hartford Res.
TBA
W. Hartford Res.
TBA

All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All

Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry
Bob Perry

bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com
bikebob@crocker.com

Advanced
Intermediate
Advanced
Intermediate
Advanced
Intermediate
Advanced
Intermediate
Advanced
Intermediate
Advanced
Intermediate
Advanced
Intermediate
Advanced
Intermediate
Advanced
Intermediate
Advanced
Intermediate
Advanced

Vernon Cycles
Don Myers
Vernon Cycles
Don Myers
Vernon Cycles
Don Myers
Vernon Cycles
Don Myers
Vernon Cycles
Don Myers
Vernon Cycles
Don Myers
Vernon Cycles
Don Myers
Vernon Cycles
Don Myers
Vernon Cycles
Don Myers
Vernon Cycles
Don Myers
Vernon Cycles

neracearth@nerac.com
dmyers0@snet.net
neracearth@nerac.com
dmyers0@snet.net
neracearth@nerac.com
dmyers0@snet.net
neracearth@nerac.com
dmyers0@snet.net
neracearth@nerac.com
dmyers0@snet.net
neracearth@nerac.com
dmyers0@snet.net
neracearth@nerac.com
dmyers0@snet.net
neracearth@nerac.com
dmyers0@snet.net
neracearth@nerac.com
dmyers0@snet.net
neracearth@nerac.com
dmyers0@snet.net
neracearth@nerac.com

Steve Cobble
Mike Andersen
David Zizza
Steve Cobble
Mike Andersen
David Zizza
Steve Cobble
Mike Andersen
David Zizza
Steve Cobble
Mike Andersen
David Zizza
Steve Cobble

cobblestv@gmail.com
andersen142@hotmail.com
davidzizza@comcast.net
cobblestv@gmail.com
andersen142@hotmail.com
davidzizza@comcast.net
cobblestv@gmail.com
andersen142@hotmail.com
davidzizza@comcast.net
cobblestv@gmail.com
andersen142@hotmail.com
davidzizza@comcast.net
cobblestv@gmail.com

Metro Boston, Merrimack & North Shore
01/10
01/11
01/13
01/17
01/18
01/20
01/24
01/25
01/27
01/31
02/01
02/03
02/07
36

TBD
Groton
TBD
TBD
Groton
TBD
TBD
Groton
TBD
TBD
Groton
TBD
TBD
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All
All - Bike or Ski
All
All
All - Bike or Ski
All
All
All - Bike or Ski
All
All
All - Bike or Ski
All
All

413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700
413-772-1700

860-872-7740
860-561-2755
860-872-7740
860-561-2755
860-872-7740
860-561-2755
860-872-7740
860-561-2755
860-872-7740
860-561-2755
860-872-7740
860-561-2755
860-872-7740
860-561-2755
860-872-7740
860-561-2755
860-872-7740
860-561-2755
860-872-7740
860-561-2755
860-872-7740

781-254-8796(AM)
978-448-0521(BorS)
www.gratefultread.com
781-254-8796(AM)
978-448-0521(BorS)
www.gratefultread.com
781-254-8796(AM)
978-448-0521(BorS)
www.gratefultread.com
781-254-8796(AM)
978-448-0521(BorS)
www.gratefultread.com
781-254-8796(AM)

02/08
02/10
02/14
02/15
02/17
02/21
02/22
02/24
02/28
03/01
03/03
03/07
03/08
03/10
03/14
03/15
03/17
03/21
03/22
03/24

Groton
TBD
TBD
Groton
TBD
TBD
Groton
TBD
TBD
Groton
TBD
TBD
Groton
TBD
TBD
Groton
TBD
TBD
Groton
TBD

All - Bike or Ski
All
All
All - Bike or Ski
All
All
All - Bike or Ski
All
All
All - Bike or Ski
All
All
All - Bike or Ski
All
All
All - Bike or Ski
All
All
All - Bike or Ski
All

Mike Andersen
David Zizza
Steve Cobble
Mike Andersen
David Zizza
Steve Cobble
Mike Andersen
David Zizza
Steve Cobble
Mike Andersen
David Zizza
Steve Cobble
Mike Andersen
David Zizza
Steve Cobble
Mike Andersen
David Zizza
Steve Cobble
Mike Andersen
David Zizza

Southeastern Mass, Blackstone Valley & Rhode Island
01/10
01/10
01/12
01/17
01/17
01/19
01/24
01/24
01/26
01/28
01/31
01/31
02/02
02/04
02/07
02/07
02/09
02/11
02/14
02/14
02/16
02/21
02/21
02/23
02/28
02/28
03/02
03/07
03/07
03/09
03/14
03/14
03/16
03/21
03/21
03/23

Massassoit SP
TBD
Duxbury
Massassoit SP
TBD
Duxbury
TBD
Massassoit SP
Duxbury
TBD
TBD
Massassoit SP
Duxbury
TBD
Massassoit SP
TBD
Duxbury
TBD
TBD
Massassoit SP
Duxbury
TBD
Massassoit SP
Duxbury
TBD
Massassoit SP
Duxbury
Massassoit SP
TBD
Duxbury
Massassoit SP
TBD
Duxbury
Massassoit SP
TBD
Duxbury

Intermediate
All
All
Intermediate
All
All
All
Intermediate
All
All
All
Intermediate
All
All
Intermediate
All
All
All
All
Intermediate
All
All
Intermediate
All
All
Intermediate
All
Intermediate
All
All
Intermediate
All
All
Intermediate
All
All

Kevin Chichlowski
Steve Cobble
Walter Masgul
Kevin Chichlowski
Steve Cobble
Walter Masgul
Steve Cobble
Kevin Chichlowski
Walter Masgul
Steve Cobble
Steve Cobble
Kevin Chichlowski
Walter Masgul
Steve Cobble
Kevin Chichlowski
Steve Cobble
Walter Masgul
Steve Cobble
Steve Cobble
Kevin Chichlowski
Walter Masgul
Steve Cobble
Kevin Chichlowski
Walter Masgul
Steve Cobble
Kevin Chichlowski
Walter Masgul
Kevin Chichlowski
Steve Cobble
Walter Masgul
Kevin Chichlowski
Steve Cobble
Walter Masgul
Kevin Chichlowski
Steve Cobble
Walter Masgul

andersen142@hotmail.com
davidzizza@comcast.net
cobblestv@gmail.com
andersen142@hotmail.com
davidzizza@comcast.net
cobblestv@gmail.com
andersen142@hotmail.com
davidzizza@comcast.net
cobblestv@gmail.com
andersen142@hotmail.com
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S.O.S.: Support Our Sponsors!
$1000+
Ace Wheelworks, Somerville MA
Belmont Wheel Works, Belmont MA
Bikebarn, Whitman MA
Cannondale, Bethel CT
Fox Racing Shox, Watsonville CA
Independent Fabrication, Somerville
Landry’s Bicycles, Natick MA
Merlin Metalworks, Chattanooga TN
Redbones BBQ, Somerville MA
Seven Cycles, Watertown MA
Ted Wojcik Bicycles, Hampstead NH
The Bikeway Source, Bedford MA
$500
Goodale’s Bike Shop, Concord NH
Goodale’s Bike Shop, Nashua NH
$200
Bicycles Unlimited, Greenfield MA
Biker’s Edge, Bristol CT
Interbike, Laguna Beach CA
JRA Cycles, Medford MA
os20gear, Arlington MA
Pedal Power, Middletown CT
Salem Cycle, Salem MA
Souhegan Cycleworks, Milford NH
The Bike Shop, Manchester CT
$100
Berger’s Bike Shop, York ME
Bicycle Link, Weymouth MA
Bicycle World, Greenfield MA
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Cycle Loft, Burlington MA
Dave’s Bike Infirmary, Milton MA
EMS, Inc S. Burlington VT
EMS, Inc Boston MA
EMS, Inc Peterborough NH
EMS, Inc Fairfield CT
EMS, Inc Portland ME
EMS, Inc Nashua NH
EMS, Inc Concord NH
EMS, Inc Manchester CT
EMS, Inc W. Lebanon NH
EMS, Inc Marlborough MA
EMS, Inc Stamford CT
EMS, Inc Burlington MA
EMS, Inc Simsbury CT
EMS, Inc Cambridge MA
EMS, Inc Hyannis MA
Exeter Cycles, Exeter NH
Flye Cycles, Inc, Deerfield MA
Highland Hardware & Bike, Holyoke
MA
Joe’s Garage, Haydenville MA
Kingdom Trails, East Burke VT
North Haven Bike, North Haven CT
Red Jersey, Intervale NH
Riverside Cycles, Newburypot MA
Rose City Cycles, Bozrah CT
Ski Market,Waltham MA
The Bicycle Shop of Topsfield,
Topsfield MA
West Hill Shop, Putney VT
$50
Sprockids Deep River, Ivoryton CT

Non-Profit Organization
U.S. Postage
Paid
Permit #148
Plattsburgh, NY
New England Mountain Bike Association
PO Box 2221
Acton MA 01720
CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Check your
membership
status and
renew
promptly

Ride the Trails ~ Save the Trails

